TALKIN’ TO THIS CHICK
SIPPIN’ MAGIC POTION

STREAMING FEB 7 - FEB 26, 2021
TALKIN’ TO THIS CHICK SIPPIN’ MAGIC POTION is the second show presented as part of our WORKshop Series. All of these works in development are potent examples of the gifts that present themselves in the midst of extraordinary challenge.

We made the decision last July to shift our programming to a streaming model, plan for a monthly membership, and expand our offerings from our usual six productions to twelve plays this season. It felt like it was the right path to sustaining a connection with our patrons, and they are vibrant, important contributions to our ongoing artistic efforts.

Giving time and space for playwrights like James Anthony Tyler to work with the keen eye of director Awoye Timpo, along with a probing group of actors to continue the development of MAGIC POTION, has been, well, magical. While this “work in progress” is only one stop along the way, we are deeply gratified that we played a role in its development.

Perhaps more importantly, we did not expect the rewards we would get from these WORKshop readings. Adding six shows gave us the opportunity to work with six new playwrights, three new directors (with three more to come) and nine superbly talented actors for the first time. This infusion of new talent, new energy, new voices and new collaborators has been a tremendous gift.

We hope you will join me in recognizing the great gift we have in supporting these new connections, and bringing these artists and stories to you this season.

Rob Ruggiero

The WORKshop Series is produced in partnership with Bank of America and is focused on early development projects, conceived and written primarily by Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC). The WORKshop series reflects the moment we’re in.
TALKIN’ TO THIS CHICK SIPPIN’ MAGIC POTION

a work in progress by
James Anthony Tyler
directed by Awoye Timpo

THE CAST
(alphabetical order)

Rubén Zorrilla, Jr.  MATEO FERRO
Sheba Bathson  MIRIAM A. HYMAN
Jornay Nelson  SHERIA IRVING
Tiffany Nelson  JULES LATIMER
Steve Nelson  DARIUS MCCALL

Dialect/ASL Coach  MARYSUE OWENS
ASL Consultant/Interpreter  SHANA GIBBS
ASL Interpreter  BRENT TRACY
ASL Interpreter  YAKATA NICHOLS
Casting  ERICA JENSEN, CSA
Stage Manager  KATE J. CUDWORTH
Stage Direction  TANEISHA DUGGAN

Video Production/Editing
ALONZO BECKETT/NE VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT

Audio Mix/Mastering
MATT BERKY/MASSIVE PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Video Production Assistance
VIRTUAL DESIGN COLLECTIVE

Show art by Michael McKiernan
Actors appear with the permission of SAG/AFTRA

TheaterWorks Hartford is celebrating its 35th season as a non-profit, professional theater company. Founded in 1985.

TALKIN’ TO THIS CHICK SIPPIN’ MAGIC POTION is the 5th production of the 2020-2021 Season.
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MATEO FERRO (Rubén Zorrilla, Jr.) is making his TheaterWorks Hartford debut. Thank you all for watching this piece of art. May we all continue to sit with our own energy and spread love and truth on this planet while going through these reality changing times.


SHERIA IRVING (Jornay Nelson) is making her TheaterWorks Hartford debut. Broadway: Romeo and Juliet (Richard Rodgers Theater). Off-Broadway and NY Theater: White Noise (The Public Theater); Crowndation: I Will Not Lie To David (NBT & CTG); Fit for a Queen (CTH); While I Yet Live (Primary Stages); A Midsummer Night’s Dream (Masterworks). Regional: The Model American (Williamstown Theatre Festival); Cymbeline, The Winter’s Tale (Yale Rep). TV/Film: Bobcat Moretti; Them: Covenant; Twenties; The Good Wife, and Madam Secretary. Founder of the nonprofit Shaping Her Earth, www.shapingherearth.com. MFA Yale School of Drama.

JULES LATIMER (Tiffany Nelson) is making her TheaterWorks Hartford debut. Off-Broadway: Paris (Atlantic Theatre); Regional: Angela’s Mixtape (Martha’s Vineyard Playhouse); Romeo and Juliet (Chautauqua Theatre Company). A recent graduate from The Juilliard School. Some of her past roles at school have been Prospero in The Tempest, She in The Owl Answers, and Pumpkin in Paradise Blue. Before Juilliard, she was the winner of the August Wilson Monologue Competition in Atlanta. It was documented in the film The Start of Dreams starring Kenny Leon and Denzel Washington.
DARIUS MCCALL (Steve Nelson) is making his TheaterWorks Hartford debut. Nominated for Best Lead Actor in his role as Franco Wicks (Superior Donuts), Darius has performed in both contemporary and classical roles such as Thomas (The Shipment), Wil Parish (Flyin’ West), and Old King (The Bloody Banquet). Darius trained with renowned acting teacher, Wynn Handman in New York, NY. He also trained in voice, classical movement, stage speech, Shakespeare, the Stanislavski method, Meisner and Stella Adler’s techniques at the Studio Theatre Conservatory in Washington, DC.

JAMES ANTHONY TYLER (Playwright) is making his TheaterWorks Hartford debut. He is the recipient of the 3rd Annual Horton Foote Playwriting Award and an inaugural playwright to receive a commission from Audible. His plays include Artney Jackson (World Premiere at Williamstown Theatre Festival, 2018 Edgerton Foundation New Play Award), Some Old Black Man (Berkshire Playwrights Lab at St. James Place and 59E59 Theaters), Dolphins and Sharks (LAByrinth Theater Company and Finborough Theatre in London). He has an MFA in Film from Howard University and an MFA in Dramatic Writing from New York University. He is also a graduate of The Juilliard School’s Lila Acheson Wallace American Playwrights Program, and he recently was the Staff Writer for the new OWN Network show Cherish the Day created by Ava DuVernay.

AWOYE TIMPO (Director) is making her TheaterWorks Hartford debut. She is a Director and Producer based in Brooklyn, NY. Awoye’s work has been seen on stages around the country and in Scotland and South Africa. Her New York directing credits include The Loophole (Public Theater), In Old Age (New York Theatre Workshop), Carnaval (National Black Theatre), Good Grief (Vineyard Theatre and Audible) and The Homecoming Queen (Atlantic Theater Company). Regionally she has directed Pipeline at the Studio Theatre, Paradise Blue at Long Wharf, Everybody Black at Actors Theatre of Louisville and School Girls at Berkeley Rep. Awoye is the Founding Producer of CLASSIX, a series exploring classic plays by Black writers. theclassix.org.

ROB RUGGIERO (Producing Artistic Director) has been part of TheaterWorks Hartford artistic leadership for 27 years. He has directed over 60 shows, including TWH productions of The Legend of Georgia McBride, Constellations, Next to Normal, Relativity (starring Richard Dreyfuss) and Christmas on the Rocks, which he also conceived.
His Broadway credits include *Looped* (starring Valerie Harper in a Tony-nominated performance) and *High* (starring Kathleen Turner) which had its world premiere at TWH. He also conceived and directed the musical revue *Make Me a Song: The Music of William Finn* which moved off-Broadway and was nominated for Drama Desk and Outer Critics Circle Awards. Rob conceived and directed *Ella*, a musical about Ella Fitzgerald, which saw sold-out runs in 24 regional theaters and was produced as a National Tour. His work on plays and musicals has received multiple awards in Connecticut and around the United States. In his eleventh collaboration with Goodspeed Musicals, Rob directed *Oliver*, where he also directed many award-winning musical productions. His adaptation of *Show Boat* is now being licensed by the Rodgers & Hammerstein Organization. Internationally he directed *Fiddler on the Roof* in Athens, Greece.

**KATE J. CUDWORTH** (Stage Manager) has enjoyed seven seasons with **TheaterWorks Hartford** including *American Son, The River, Hand to God, The Invisible Hand, The Legend of Georgia McBride, The Wolves, Fade, Next to Normal, Sunset Baby, Relativity, Midsummer, Woody Sez, and Becoming Dr. Ruth*. Off-Broadway: *Freud’s Last Session*, *title of show*. NY/Regional: Barrington Stage Company (8 seasons including *Freud’s Last Session; Dr. Ruth, All The Way; Joe Iconis’ The Black Suits*), Atlantic Stage Company, Hartford Stage, Manhattan School of Music (4 seasons), Yale Opera, York Theatre Company, Bronx Opera Company, Fringe NYC, NYMF.

**SHANNA GIBBS** (ASL Consultant/Interpreter) (she/her/hers) is a native of Upstate New York currently residing in Roslindale, MA. A Gallaudet University alumnus with a degree in English, she also holds two master’s degrees from Boston University in Deaf Education (Ed.M.) and Educational Leadership, Administration and Policy (Ed.L.). She teaches at Northeastern’s American Sign Language and Deaf Studies department as an adjunct faculty for Northeastern University. She is actively involved serving as the President of Massachusetts Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf (MassRID) and as VP of Community Relations for Massachusetts State Association for the Deaf (MSAD). As a freelance Deaf Interpreter, her specialty is in Performing Arts consultation and interpreting in theatre as well as interpreting in higher education.
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TheaterWorks Hartford would like to extend a very heartfelt thank you to the frontline essential workers who are keeping us safe, sheltered, fed and healthy. We are deeply grateful for your work and sacrifice.
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THANKS
Rennie Polk, Liz DeRosa, The American School for the Deaf, Tori Schuchmann

THERE ARE MANY WAYS TO SHOW YOUR SUPPORT

Gifts of Cash
Recurring Gifts
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Planned Gifts

CONTACT DINA
dina@twhartford.org       B60.986.7457
THANKS FOR MAKING THINGS HAPPEN
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The Goodwin is the official hotel of TheaterWorks Hartford.
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Season support provided by Burry Fredrik Foundation
All donors (from $5 to $2.7 million) are listed side by side to celebrate your generosity and collective love of TheaterWorks Hartford— we love you right back!
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Anon and Gregory Mittelmann
Susan Monks and Mary-Ann McNamara
Daniel and Lori O'Connell
Gerald Pastor and Jane Porterfield
Matthew K. Poland
Roberta W. Prescott and Robert O. Hurwitz
Elenor G. Reid
Joan and Allan B. Reiskin
Linda L. and Stephen E. Revis
Marley S. Rhine
Joan and Barry Richter
Christina and Ezra Ripple
Elaine Sayadoff
Amy Lynn Silverman
Darlene C. and Guy A. Simonian
The Carol Sirof Foundation
Jen and Kenneth Siskind
Leslie Smith and Philip Wellman
Robert Stillman and Leslie Fass
Donna M. and Sam Stout
Thomas and Donna Swarr
Robert H. Tatsbey
Tapper Charitable Foundation
Allan B. and Sally S. Taylor
Marra A. Whitman and Marc Edrich
Elliot Zweig and Doreen Fundiller-Zweig

9.1.19 - 2.1.21
LOYAL SUPPORTERS

Gifts of $250+

Paul and Joanne Bourdeau
Anne and Bruce Bowman
Whitney Boynton and Kevin Galvin
Mary Bozza
Anne L. Bracker and Jefferson Singer
Kathleen Bradley
Lucy Brakoniecki
Todd Brandt
David and Ann Brandwein
Nicole Braun
Bill and Sheryl Breetz
Joel Brehm and Rodney Dugas
Glen and Joyce Breland
James P. and Patricia G. Brennan
James and Riki Brodey
Beatrice H. and Gordon L. Brodie
Julie A. Brogan and Christopher A. Uhrich
Kathy Brookman
Gregory and Bonnie Brooks
Marie-Pier B. and Alan Brooks
James L. Brother and Margie Helme-Brother
Ellen M. Brown
Karen and Tim Brown
Sandra and Kevin Brown
Thomas and Cynthia Buckley
Avery and Eileen Buell
Richard and Mary Burke
Paul Bush
Mary and Ritchard Cable
Diane Cadran and Joseph Rubin
Stephen Canary
Paul M. Canning
Debra Cantor and James L. Beede
Shari and Michael Cantor
Blanche M. Capilos and David Biklen
Rise and John Cappadona
John Cariani
Karyl Carlson
Peter Carter
Lucy and John Cardland
Lisa Casey
Jennifer L. Cassidy
Chip Caton and Catherine Lyons
Jane Chafee-Moate
Jill Chambers
Michael Champness
Susan R. Chandler
Jared Chase
Catherine and Brad Chhabra
Patricia Christiana
Edward and Tracy Church
Judith A. Cifone
John Clapp
Ann Clark and David Ehler
Jonathan Clark
Jonathan E. Clune and Sarah Potter
Beth Cocuzzo
Jennifer Coffey
David and Doris Cohen
Douglas Cohen and Phyllis F. Shikora
Linda F. Cohen
Steven and Elaine Cohen
Abby Cole
Philip and Clia Coles
Donna Collins
James P. Condren and Ellen J. Robinson
Deborah and Michael Connolly
Tammy Conley and Roselinee Torres
Connecticut Convention & Sports Bureau
Audrey Conrad
Denise Cormier
Amy Costa
Wayne H. Coste and Gail Adams
Linda and Fred Cote
Jane V. Coughlin and Keith R. Cudworth
Richard and Sarah Couture
Stephen and Suzanne Couture
James and Sheryl-Anne Covill
Evan Cowles and Brie Quinby
Nancy and James Cox
Charles Crocini
Willam Cuddy and Vivien Blackford
Jay M. and Harriet L. Cudrin
Lisa Curran
Marc and Karyn d’Avignon
Janice Dabate
Catherine Daly and Ray Dion
Elyse Darefsky
Helen Davenport-Senuta
JD Daw
Stan Deitz
Shirley B. and Howard Delong
Kurtis L. Denison
Timothy and Rebecca Derby
Michael Desimone
Susan and John Dewolf
Jennifer and Marc A. DiBella
Sharon F. and George Dickerman
Ted Dillon
Michele and John L. Dolan
Gail A. Donahue
Robert T. and Monika Donais
Kim Dorfman
Hollis Dorman
Sheila and Ira Dorman
Elana Doron
Caryn Doten
Ivy and Jim Doyle
Kevin Doyle
Michelle and John Drain
Frederick A. and Bebe Dudley
Susan and Ned P. Dunn
Gerald Dunne
Marian Dziama and Karen Cormier
Josephine Dzioaba
Reverends Hope and William Eakins
Dr. Barbara Edelstein
Robert and Pauline Edwards
Sharon and Bob Efron
Ms. Mary-Jane Eisen and Robert K. Yass
Jack and Alice Ellovich
Diane Ellsworth
Carolyn Emerson
Sharron Emmans
Susan Engel
Marilyn P. Fabian
continued

Wendy and Richard Fair
William and Joan Farquhar
Ann and Michael Feinberg
Dr. Edward J. and Mrs. Sherry S. Feinglass
Stanley and Susan P. Fellman
Sue Fennelly
Anthony A. and Anita Ferrante
Lynn Ferrari and Virginia Seeley
Karim and Peter Fester
Ann and Joe Fichandler
Barbara and Ted Fichtenholtz
Susan Fierberg and Howard Scheinblum
Grace Figueredo and Ken Gostyla
Daniel and Joan S. Fine
Robert and Beth Finncannce
Michael and Evelyn Fishman
Patricia Flaherty
Michael and Martha Flannery
Elinor R. and Herbert Flink
F. Bernard Forand and Sandra Wood Forand
Jane M. and Ralph Formica
Erika Forte
Chantal Foster
Mary-Jane Foster
C. Joseph and Beth Fox
Meghan Freed
Bruce and Meryl Freedman
Harry and Cay Freeman
Dr. Stephen L. Alloy and Ms. Sharron Freeman
Susan Freimuth
Neal B. Freuden and Andrea F. Levy
Mel Fritsche
Timothy A. and Roxane M. Fromson
David and Renee Frost
Michael and Adrienne Fulco
Elizabeth Gagne
John Q. and Tracy Gale
Rachel Galligan
Peter and Melissa Gambardella
Marilda Gandara and Scott O’Keefe
Carol and Peter Ganick
Romilda and Elena Garen-Neville
Robert Garrey
Tom and Cynthia Gaten
Joan and David M. Geetter
Harold and Ava Geetter
Elaine Geha and Fred Brownstein
Ken and Jennifer Geisler
Carol Ann Gershenson
Rochelle and Zane N. Gershman
Deborah Ghosh
Peggy Giden
Raymond and Barbara Girard
Linda and Joseph A. Giuliano
Robert V. and Jean Giunta
Beverly and Abraham Glassman
Catherine Gadin
Alice and Gary Gold
Felice Goldman
Linda and Ira Goldman
Megan and Jay Goldstein
Sidney and Carol Goldstein
Firooz and Maria Golkar
Laurel Goodgion
Thomas Goodrum and Evelyn Benoist
Martin and Rebecca Gould
Ann C. Gowdey and Dr. Bruce A. Backus
Cate Grady-Benson
Bruce Graham
Pamela and Timothy Granucci
Martin and Irma Grebel
Daniel G. Green and Walter Langner
Floyd W. Green, III
John A. and Norma Green
Albert and Judith Greenspoon
Martha Griffin
Martha Gross
Elizabeth and Richard J. Gruber
Pierre and MaryEllen Guertin
Robyn Guimont
Vivian Haas
Frank Hagaman
Diana Haghighat and Gerardo Gutierrez
Donna F. Haghighat and Chris Dickinson
Daniel S. Haim
Margaret Haldeman
Elisa Hale and Donald Grove
Heidi and David Haller
Katherine W. Hanaway and Paul Sanson
John and Marian Hanson
Leo B. and Karen Harrington
Patricia Hartman and Michelle St. Marie
Nanci and Andrew Harvey
Neil and Roxy Hassett
Karen and Patrick Hatcher
Rozanne Hauser and Louis Mazzotta
Frank Haviland and Shirley Mae Neu
Lynn Hazard
Gail and Bruce Heald
Joan Hedrick
Angeline Hein
Nina Heller
Della Henneley
Charles Henry
David J. and Lauren D. Henry
Ronald V. and Patricia Hensley
Charles J. and Karen Herbert
Debbie Hersh
Maureen Hennesy
Jo Ann Hewett and George Burger
Robert B. Hewey and Carol Simpson
Ken Hill
Pete Hill
Robert and Colleen Hilliard
Cathy Hitchcock
Alden Hobart
Elisabeth Holder
Suzanne Holliday-Thomas
Warren Hollister
Susan Holmes and Bessy Reyna
Susan Hope
Marianne Horn
ANNUAL FUND DONORS
9.1.19 - 2.1.21

John J. and Suzanne D. Schloss
Roberta P. and Philip A. Schmidt
Ralph D. and Louise Schmoll
Craig and Virginia Schneider
Malcolm and Sally Schneider
David Schroeder
Ms. Marcie B. Schwartz and James Calciano
Sharon and Lynn Scull
Linda Scussel
Sissy Seader
Pedro Segarra and Charlie Ortiz
Eileen Seiger
Leon H. and Brenda Seitelman
Bernie Selig
George F. and Dorothy A. Sellman
Judith and Gerard Selzer
Andrew and Karen Serio
Elizabeth and Stephen J. Shamroth
Candance J. and William Shanahan
Melissa Sheffy
Richard M. and Cyral A. Sheldon
Julie W. and Steven Shifreen
Joseph Shortall and Sara Bernstein
Shortell Framing
Barbara Sicherman
Penny and Steve Sigal
Dina Silva
Bruce and Sandra Simonds
Irene Simone
Douglas and Roberta Simpson
Ellen Siuta
Richard and Raimi Slater
Mark Slitt
Hilda Slivka and Ralph Rosenberg
Gilbert and Ruth L. Small
Phyllis and Howard Small
Sharon Smith
Tyler Smith and Lyn Walker
Laurie Smolenksi
Mary A. and William H. Smyers
Patricia B. Snyder
Margaret Sola
Shari and Howard Solon
Ruth and Howard Sovransky
Tara Spain
Deborah L. Spencer
Catherine J. Spera
Ernest H. Spieler
Ernest B. Spira, D.D.S.
Felix J. and Helene L. Springer
Anne E. Stanback and Charlotte M. Kinlock
Glenn Stanisewski
Lawrence Starr
Scott and Jane Stearns
Barbara and Leon Stechenberg
James K. and Gladys H. Stedman
Cynthia B. and Alan L. and Adam Stern
Patricia D. and Don Stern
Andrew and Karen Stockton
Ms. Janet Stulting
Gerard Sullivan
James G. and Marcia E. Sutton
Bill Sweeney and Christine Breslin
Patricia Tanger and Ken Rawolle
Jerry and Eve Tarre
Ray and Margery Tattenbaum-Fine
John and Barbara Taussig
Michael Taylor
Eleanor D. Tener
The Betty Knox Foundation
Herman Thibodeau and Celine Ryan
Ann Thomas
Townsend Thomas
Fred Timme
Jeffrey R. and Laurie Tishler
Karen Tomasko and Robert Goodman
Humphrey Tonkin and Jane Edwards
Julie A. Townsend and Peter Love
Dan and Janet Tracy
Sally F. and Thomas Tresselt
Alex Tsarkov
Maria Tsiirisides
Roberta Tyska
Douglas and Mildred Unfried
Cecily C. Vasington
Joan Vercelli
Dan Violante
Gary and Pam Vollinger
Miranda Haeiser-Volpe and John Volpe
James and Kay Wade
Otto and Anne Wahl
Laura and Matthew Wallace
Harry and Denise M. Wallengren
Betsy Waller
Ann Wassell
Garrett Weaver
Carolyn Weiser
Judith and Joel Weisman
Veronika Westbrook
Robert and Penelope Whalen
Dan and Isabelle Whelton
Donald and Cathie White
Kimberly and Larry Wiedemann
Gretchen H. Wiedie
Michael Wilder
Nancy Wildt
Sherwood S. and Magrieta L. Willard
Bill and Barbara Willen
Susan Williams and Kanani Bell
Martha and Donald Wilmot
Andrea Wilson
Carolyn and Paul Wilson
Virginia Wolf
Dale Woodiel, Sr. and Linda Rountree
Mary and Stephen Woods
Arnold and Myrna Wyse
Hila Yanai and Mike Raker
Lauren and Brad Zeiglson
Mary Zeman
Peter M. and Ellen T. Zeman
Michael A. Zipkin
Amy Zitoun
Liz and Richard Zlatkus
Margaret Zorn
Alexander P. and Bella Zubkov
Shari Zwicky

*deceased